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Abstract I investigate, both theoretically and empirically, how minimum-wage laws aect the intensive margin of labor, or the number hours per employee. Using CPS data, I document the fact that minimum-wage employees work longer hours when the minimum wage increases. To explain this pattern, I introduce a theoretical model of search and bargaining, subject to minimum-wage laws. Within a match, the number of hours is determined by an upward-sloping labor-supply curve, so people are willing to work more when the minimum wage goes up. As long as a worker's productivity exceeds the minimum wage, an employer is willing to accept the extra labor. However, higher wages diminish total prots, vacancy creation, and employment. I derive conditions under which a minimum wage can be welfare-improving, and I discuss empirical tests to determine whether those conditions are satised. ∗ Penn State and Carnegie Mellon. Contact: [email protected]. Comments are welcome; please see my website for the most up-to-date draft. I thank Gaston Chaumont and Eunbi Ko for research assistance. I am grateful to Je Campbell, David Childers, Lonnie Golden, Chris Moser, Shu Lin Wee, and various seminar participants for helpful comments. Any errors are my own.
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Introduction



The minimum wage is a topic of ongoing policy debate and academic research.



The ocial Democratic



Party platform proposes more than doubling the federal minimum wage, and individual states and localities have adopted increases of their own. The changes being considered would have a broad impact: As of 2016, about 52% of hourly workers earn wages that are weakly greater than $7.25 (the current federal minimum) but strictly below $15 (the Democratic proposal).



1 Still, there are dimensions of the minimum wage about



which economists have only a partial understanding. The majority of minimum-wage research focuses on the extensive margin, or the number of workers who are employed. However, understanding the intensive margin, or the number of hours per worker, is necessary to answer certain fundamental questions about how the minimum wage aects labor markets. For instance, does a state-mandated increase in wages necessarily induce an increase in an employee's income? Do total personhours go up or down? What are the costs and benets of a distortionary policy when there are two margins of labor being distorted?



I will argue that



a higher minimum wage leads to longer hours for minimum-wage workers. First, I introduce a theoretical model of search and bargaining, subject to minimum-wage laws; the model is lean enough to impart analytical results for both the decentralized equilibrium and the planner's problem. Second, using individual-level data from the Current Population Survey (CPS), I provide evidence that we do, in fact, observe minimum-wage employees working longer hours when the minimum wage goes up. This pattern can be dicult to explain with competitive labor markets, but emerges naturally from search and bargaining. In the theoretical model, rms post vacancies, are matched with workers, and then bargain over the terms of employment. When the minimum wage binds, workers and rms only bargain over hours, taking the wage as given. Within a match, the number of hours is determined by an upward-sloping labor-supply curve. In particular, the bilaterally bargained labor supply is a convex combination between the labor supply that would would prevail under pure competition and the labor supply that would prevail under pure monopsony. When the state increases wages, an employee is willing to work more. As long as the wage is less than the worker's productivity, the rm is willing to accept the extra hours. But a rm is only willing to hire more labor within a match. Higher wages push down prots, so rms post fewer vacancies, leading to higher unemployment. The fact that employment and hours move in opposite directions underscores the importance of modeling the specic forces that shape each margin of labor. When setting the minimum wage, policymakers face a tradeo between distorting the intensive and extensive margins. Generically, the equilibrium allocation is inecient, because of a congestion externality: By posting a vacancy, a rm makes it harder for all other rms to nd workers. Like Hosios [1990], I nd



1 Calculations



based on individual data from the Current Population Survey. See Appendix B for data sources and sample



details.



2



that the equilibrium will only be ecient when the worker's bargaining power coincides with the elasticity of the matching function. A minimum wage can improve welfare if the worker's bargaining power is too low, but this policy can never attain the unconstrained optimal allocation. Absent a minimum wage, workers and rms would each get a xed fraction of the joint match surplus; consequently, they would agree to set hours in a way that maximizes the surplus. By pushing hours above this laissez-faire level, the minimum wage shrinks the surplus within each match  a downside of the minimum wage that's missing from search models where hours of work are xed. I characterize the welfare-maximizing minimum wage that balances the benet of reducing congestion against the cost of reducing surpluses. Besides deriving the theoretical optimum, I show that, under certain conditions, choosing the minimum wage to maximize welfare is equivalent to maximizing total equilibrium payrolls. payrolls, but not welfare.



This result is useful, because governments (and econometricians) can observe Based on this criterion, there's reason to think that increases in the minimum



wage have been benecial. To the best of my knowledge, this paper provides the rst model with all three of the following ingredients: a minimum wage, both margins of labor, and search frictions. Clearly, the rst two components are necessary to answer the question at hand, but search frictions are also important for understanding the problem. The most salient risk of implementing a minimum wage is higher unemployment, and the most natural way of modeling unemployment is with search.



There are numerous models that analyze the minimum wage



using the tools of search theory, but without hours of work. Pen-and-paper treatments include Swinnerton [1996], Burdett and Mortensen [1998], Masters [1999], Smith [1999], Acemoglu [2001], Manning [2004], and Lavecchia [2018]; examples of structurally estimated search models include Flinn [2006, 2011], Flinn et al. [2017], Ahn et al. [2011], Bontemps et al. [1999, 2000], Van den Berg and Ridder [1998], and Engbom and Moser [2017]. Examples search models with bargaining over hours, but without a minimum wage, can be found in Pissarides [2000], Trigari [2009], and Shimer [2012]. In the context of competitive labor markets, without search frictions, several authors have developed theories of how the minimum wage aects both margins of labor. Examples include Strobl and Walsh [2011] and Michl [2000], who assume that employment
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and hours enter the production function as separate arguments.



Michl nds that higher wages have a



negative eect on hours, whereas Strobl and Walsh nd an ambiguous eect. driven by technological assumptions.



These results are largely



I will adopt a simpler specication: Each person's output is linear



in hours of work. Consequently, the relationship between wages and hours is driven primarily by the way workers and rms bargain over the terms of employment, not assumptions about the shape of the production function.



2 Lee



and Saez [2012] study how the minimum wage can be combined with optimal non-linear taxes when labor markets are



competitive, but subject to incomplete information.



They consider variable hours of work as an extension to their baseline



model.
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In support of the theoretical model, I present evidence on how the hours of individual employees adjust following changes in the minimum wage. vations, 12 months apart, on a worker.



The CPS's rotating-panel structure allows us to see two obserIf the minimum wage goes up during those 12 months, then we



can see the change in hours amongst workers whose initial wage was above the old minimum, but below the new minimum. The regressions predict that if a minimum-wage worker gets a 10% increase in her real wage, then her expected hours of work increase by about 10%, conditional on remaining employed. I fail to nd evidence that changes in the minimum wage are correlated with a worker's probability of remaining employed. As a point of comparison, I examine the hours of workers who are observationally similar, but who are not directly aected by the change in policy. In particular, I analyze workers whose initial wages are just high enough that they are not directly bound by the new minimum wage. For these people, there is no discernible correlation between changes in the minimum wage and changes in hours of work. Several other studies have explored the statistical relationship between minimum wages and hours of work, and the results have been mixed. Katz and Krueger [1992], Card and Krueger [1994], Zavodny [2000], and Wong [2017] nd positive or weakly positive relationships; Connolly and Gregory [2002] and Allegretto et al. [2011] nd no signicant relationship; Neumark et al. [2004] nd little contemporaneous relationship but a negative lagged relationship; Stewart and Swaeld [2008] and Couch and Wittenburg [2001] nd negative relationships. This



3 Of these, Zavodny's regression speci-



diversity of results reects a diversity of both methods and samples.



cations are the closest to mine, but we use almost entirely non-overlapping samples: She studies teenagers between 1979 and 1993, whereas I study all workers under age 65 between 1990 and 2016. To make sense of the data, it's useful to complement these empirical studies with a theoretical framework. The dierence between a frictional model and a competitive model relates to a fundamental identication question: If we regress changes in hours on changes in the minimum wage, are we estimating a supply curve or a demand curve?



In a textbook competitive model, increasing the minimum wage traces out an upward movement



along a market-wide labor-demand curve. But in the search-and-bargaining model, increasing the minimum wage traces out an upward movement along a match-specic labor-supply curve. By emphasizing labor supply, my results echo an old line of argument about how the minimum wage interacts with monopsony power. Stigler [1946] pointed out that a monopsonist, who takes the market laborsupply curve as given, could choose to keep employment low in order to keep wages low. In theory, a minimum



3 Couch



and Wittenburg [2001] use state-level panel data from the U.S.; Zavodny [2000] uses state- and individual-level data



from the U.S.; Allegretto et al. [2011] and Neumark et al. [2004] use individual-level data from the U.S.; Katz and Krueger [1992] use rm-level data from Texas; Card and Krueger [1994] use rm-level data from Pennsylvania and New Jersey; Connolly and Gregory [2002] and Stewart and Swaeld [2008] use individual-level data from the U.K.; Wong [2017] uses individual-level data from Ecuador.



The rst three papers focus specically on teenagers; Katz and Krueger [1992] and Card and Krueger



[1994] focus specically on fast-food workers; Connolly and Gregory [2002] focus specically on women. For Katz and Krueger [1992] and Card and Krueger [1994], the intensive margin is measured as the share of full-time employees, relative to part-time employees, instead of hours per worker; see Neumark and Wascher [2000, 2008], Card and Krueger [2000], and Michl [2000] for follow-up discussions of the Card-Krueger data.
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wage may therefore induce a monopsonist to hire more people. Bhaskar and To [1999] make a similar point with a modern model of monopsonistic competition, although those authors abstract from search frictions and the intensive margin. The literature has long recognized that search models have monopsony-like features, because a worker is only matched with one rm at a time. But unlike genuine monopsony models, many search models with free entry (including mine) imply that minimum wages lead to higher unemployment: Higher wages diminish the prot per worker, so a minimum wage induces rms to post fewer vacancies. The monopsony analogy is much more applicable to the intensive margin than the extensive margin. Extensively, there are many rms that could hire a worker out of unemployment. Intensively, a worker's current employer will be the only rm in a position to purchase that worker's time. Indeed, the search model predicts that minimum wages depress employment while inating hours. I will proceed as follows. Section 2 introduces a search-theoretic model of minimum wages. Section 3 presents evidence from CPS data. All proofs are in Appendix A, and data details are in Appendix B.
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Theory



Section 2.1 describes an environment where workers and rms must search for matches and then bargain over wages and hours, subject to a minimum-wage law. Section 2.2 characterizes the equilibrium to ush out the model's positive predictions. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 analyze the model's welfare properties. Section 2.5 links the positive and normative implications of the model, by proposing an empirical test for when it's optimal to have a binding minimum wage.



2.1 Environment Agents and Timing



There is a unit measure of workers, all of whom are initially unemployed.



measure of rms is determined by free entry.



The



There is no heterogeneity across workers, nor across rms.



First, rms post vacancies. Second, workers are matched to rms. Third, workers and rms bargain over wages and hours. Finally, workers supply labor and produce output.



Production Technology



Production takes place in worker-rm pairs. Let



`



denote the intensive labor



supply, or the number of hours worked by a single employee. If a rm hires a worker for produces



z`



`



hours, then it



units of output.



Search Technology vacancy pays cost



κ.



The matching process is standard, following Pissarides [2000].



Let



θ



A rm posting a



denote market tightness, or the ratio of vacancies to job seekers. The probability
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of a rm meeting a worker is assumptions apply:



q (·)



q (θ),



and the probability of a worker meeting a rm is



is strictly decreasing and convex, and 0



be convenient to dene



q (θ)



is decreasing with elasticity



Preferences wage



(θ) . η (θ) ≡ −θ qq(θ)



−η (θ),



Note that and



p (θ)



η (θ)



p (·)



p (θ) ≡ θq (θ).



Usual



is strictly increasing and concave. It will



must be bounded between zero and one, because



is increasing with elasticity



1 − η (θ).



Workers seek to maximize utility, and rms seek to maximize prots. A worker who receives



w and provides ` hours of labor gets utility w`−v (`), where v (·) is a positive-valued, twice-dierentiable,



strictly increasing, and strictly convex function that represents the disutility of labor. To ensure the existence of an equilibrium, I will maintain the assumption that is normalized to zero.



v 0 (0) = 0.



4 A rm that hires a worker for



`



The utility associated with unemployment



hours at wage



w



earns prot



z` − w`;



a rm that



does not match with a worker gets nothing.



Bargaining



When a match is formed, wages and hours are determined by Nash bargaining, and



β ∈ (0, 1)



is the worker's bargaining power. Wages and hours must solve:



β



1−β



max [w` − v (`)] [(z − w) `] w,`



where



wm



is the minimum wage.



s.t.



w ≥ wm



` ≥ 0,



(2.1)



z > wm ,



so rms will actually be



and



I will maintain the assumption that



willing to hire workers.



2.2 Equilibrium Free entry requires that the cost of posting a vacancy equalizes with the expected prot:



κ = q (θ) (z − w) `.



(2.2)



Because the size of the labor force is normalized to one, the number of employed workers, denoted



e,



is given



by the probability of an individual worker nding a job:



e = p (θ) .



(2.3)



We can now dene an equilibrium.



Denition.



An



equilibrium consists of a wage w, an intensive labor supply `, an employment level e, and



4 Assuming that a worker gets utility b during unemployment is equivalent to replacing v (`) with v ˜ (`) ≡ v (`)+b.



When solving



for an equilibrium, what matters is the dierence between the utility from employment and the utility from unemployment.
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a value of market tightness



θ



such that



(w, `)



maximizes the constrained Nash product (2.1), the free-entry



condition holds (2.2), and the employment level equals the job-nding probability (2.3).



Let



(wn , `n , en , θn )



(wm , `m , em , θm )



denote the equilibrium outcome in an economy with no minimum wage, and let



denote the equilibrium outcome in an economy with a minimum wage that exceeds



`, θ,



First, I will characterize



and



e



as functions of



w;



wn .



these characterizations will be valid regardless of



whether there is a binding minimum wage. In turn, I'll analyze the equilibrium in an economy without a binding minimum wage, and the equilibrium in an economy with a binding minimum wage. The rst-order condition of the Nash product (2.1) with respect to



`



establishes a link between wages



and hours worked:



w = βv 0 (`) + (1 − β)



v (`) . `



(2.4)



The above expression can be interpreted as a labor-supply curve. In particular, it's a convex combination between a competitive labor-supply condition and a monopsonistic labor-supply condition. If labor markets were frictionless and competitive, then a worker would take



w



as given and choose



`



to maximize



w` − v (`):



w = v 0 (`) .



(2.5)



If labor markets were frictionless and monopsonistic, then a single rm would dictate wages and hours, taking into account workers' labor-supply decisions. To ensure worker participation, a monopsonist would have to make



w` − v (`),



the utility from employment, equal to zero, the utility from unemployment:



w=



v (`) . `



(2.6)



The bilaterally bargained labor supply (2.4) is a convex combination between equations (2.5) and (2.6): The worker's bargaining power



1−β



bargaining power



β



determines the weight on the competitive labor-supply function, and the rm's



determines the weight on the monopsony labor-supply function. Furthermore, to



interpret equation (2.4) as a labor-supply curve, we need to establish that it's upward-sloping. To that end, dene the function



Proposition 1.



S (`)



as being equal to the right-hand side of equation (2.4).



If S (`) ` − v (`) ≥ 0, then S (`) is a strictly increasing function of `.



The condition



S (`) ` − v (`) ≥ 0



must hold in an equilibrium: It simply means that



w



and



equation (2.4) while simultaneously providing the worker with some weakly positive surplus. how changes in the minimum wage aect hours, it will be convenient to write than



w



as a function of



`.



Doing so is straightforward, because
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S (·)



`



is monotone.



`



satisfy



To analyze



as a function of



w,



rather



Suppose S (`) ` − v (`) ≥ 0 and w = S (`). Then, there exists an inverse function s (·) ≡ S −1 (·) such that ` = s (w). The function s (w) is strictly increasing.



Corollary.



It remains to characterize market tightness and employment as functions of entry-condition (2.4) at



` = s (w)



w.



Evaluating the free



provides a relationship between market tightness and wages:



κ = q (θ) (z − w) s (w) .



(2.7)



From the above, we can recover equilibrium market tightness, given the wage, as



θ = Θ (w),



where I have



dened the function:



Θ (w) ≡ q −1 One can interpret



Θ (·)







κ (z − w) s (w)



 .



(2.8)



as an extensive labor-demand curve, because it summarizes the hiring activity of



rms as a function of the equilibrium wage. It follows that equilibrium employment, as a function of the wage, is



e = p (Θ (w)).



Equilibrium without a Binding Minimum Wage



Without a binding minimum wage, the value of



w



that maximizes the Nash product (2.1) must satisfy the rst-order condition:



w` − v (`) = β [z` − v (`)] .



The total surplus generated by a match is



z` − v (`),



The bargained wage ensures that a fraction



β



the sum of the rm's prot and the worker's utility.



of the surplus goes to the worker, and a fraction



the rm. Combining equations (2.4) and (2.9) shows that



`n



`n ,



1−β



goes to



maximizes the total match surplus:



z = v 0 (`n ) .



Given



(2.9)



it's straightforward compute the remaining equilibrium variables:



(2.10)



wn = S (`n ), θn = Θ (wn ),



and



en = p (θn ). These outcomes provide a useful benchmark for analyzing the distortions caused by minimum-wage laws. The equilibrium contract



(wn , `n )



is bilaterally ecient, in the sense that workers and rms cannot nd a



Pareto-improving conguration of wages and hours. When wages and hours are left unrestricted, they can perform distinct functions. The number of hours is the instrument that determines the total value of the match. The wage is the instrument that determines how much of the match value goes to the worker, relative to the rm. These results are common in bargaining models with an hours margin, but without the minimum
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wage (e.g., Pissarides [2000], Trigari [2009], and Shimer [2012]). However, when wages are constrained by the legal minimum, bargaining over



`



must perform two functions simultaneously: It determines both the



amount of surplus and the division of surplus.



Equilibrium with a Binding Minimum Wage case,



s (·)



`m = s (wm ).



Because



s (·)



The minimum wage will bind if



is strictly increasing, it follows immediately that



is an upward-sloping labor-supply function, so when wages increase from



to increase their hours from



s (wn ) to s (wm ).



their employees: A rm's prot is



wn



wm ∈ (wn , z).



`m > `n .



to



wm ,



In that



Economically,



workers are willing



For their part, employers are willing to accept more work from



(z − wm ) `,



so as long as



wm



is less than



z,



the rm can make more prot



by hiring more hours of labor. To understand this result further, let's revisit the bargaining problem. If hours were xed, then increasing wages would be a means of transferring surplus from the rm to the worker. But if wages are xed  as they are when the minimum wage binds  then increasing hours is a means of transferring surplus from the worker to the rm. Observe that, given



wm ,



raising



`



above



`n



lowers the worker's utility:



d < z − v 0 (`n ) = 0, = [wm − v 0 (`)] [wm ` − v (`)] d` `≥`n `≥`n where the inequality comes from the convexity of rm's prots



(z − wm ) `



are increasing in



`.



v (·)



and the assumption that



(2.11)



wm < z .



Conversely, the



By beneting rms at the expense of workers, the increase in



hours counteracts the increase in wages when dividing the match surplus. However, adjusting the choice of hours decreases the amount of surplus to be divided, because



z` − v (`)



is maximized at



` = `n .



In contrast to hours, employment declines. Furthermore, the magnitude of this decline depends on the elasticity of the intensive labor-supply function. Equilibrium market tightness is given by equilibrium employment is



em = p (Θ (wm )).



θm = Θ (wm ),



and



The elasticity of employment with respect to the minimum



wage is:



wm dem Θ0 (wm ) = [1 − η (Θ (wm ))] wm , em dwm Θ (wm )



(2.12)



and the elasticity of the market-tightness function (2.8) is:



w



 0  Θ0 (w) 1 s (w) w = w − . Θ (w) η (Θ (w)) s (w) z−w



(2.13)



Equation (2.13) shows how the intensive margin inuences the extensive margin of labor. Because of the free-entry condition, the protability of hiring a worker dictates how many vacancies are posted and, by extension, the number of jobs created. In equation (2.13), the term in square brackets is the elasticity of
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prots



(z − w) s (w)



with respect to



w.



When the wage goes up, the rm's labor costs go up, but so do 0



the rm's revenues. Consequently, the sign of



(w) w ΘΘ(w)



depends on two terms: the elasticity of the intensive



0



labor-supply function



(w) w ss(w) ,



and the payroll-to-prot ratio



w z−w . On one hand, if intensive labor supply



is highly elastic, then rms can easily increase their revenues when the minimum wage goes up, because employees are willing to work more. On the other hand, if the payroll-to-prot ratio is high, then the rm's cost of labor is sensitive to changes in the minimum wage.



Ultimately, the increase in costs exceeds the



increase in revenues, leading to a decline in prots: The following proposition establishes that the minimum wage does, in fact, depress vacancy creation.



Proposition 2.



An increase in the minimum wage leads to a decrease in market tightness: w



Θ0 (w) < 0, ∀w ≥ wn . Θ (w)



(2.14)



To summarize, when the minimum wage increases: The sign of the hours response is positive, the sign of the employment response is negative, and the magnitudes of these responses are linked via equation (2.13). Total personhours



e×`



and total payrolls



e×`×w



respond ambiguously. Whether the increase in hours



dominates the decrease in employment depends on the elasticity of



s (·),



the intensive labor-supply function.



For interpreting empirical studies, these theoretical results provide an interesting counterpoint to the textbook supply-and-demand framework. That model predicts that the minimum wage leads to a drop in the quantity of labor. However, some regression analyses fail to nd strong negative associations (if any at all) between employment and the minimum wage. One conjecture in the literature, summarized by Schmitt [2013], is: Even within the competitive framework, employers might choose to respond to a minimum-wage increase by reducing workers' hours, rather [than] by reducing the total number of workers. (p. 15) In other words, the competitive model suggests that a quantitatively small employment response can be explained by a quantitatively large reduction in hours. The search model suggests exactly the opposite: A quantitatively small employment response can be explained by a quantitatively large



expansion in hours.



0



from equation (2.13), which shows that



(w) w ΘΘ(w)



This fact comes



0



is less strongly negative when



(w) w ss(w)



is more strongly positive.



2.3 An Unconstrained Planner Consider a planner who chooses vacancies and hours to maximize total output, minus the disutility of labor and vacancy-creation costs. The planner's objective function is:



W (θ, `) = p (θ) [z` − v (`)] − θκ.
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(2.15)



(θu∗ , `∗u )



Let



denote the unconstrained maximizer of



in the sense that



(θu∗ , `∗u )



W (θ, `).



In this context, the planner is unconstrained



need not be consistent with a decentralized equilibrium. However, the following



proposition establishes when the optimal allocation coincides with the equilibrium allocation.



The unconstrained planner's allocation coincides with an equilibrium if the minimum wage is not binding and β = η (θu∗ ). Regardless of whether β equals η (θu∗ ), `∗u = `n . Proposition 3.



The rst part of Proposition 3 is the familiar Hosios [1990] condition: Eciency requires that the worker's share of the match surplus reect the congestion she creates by participating in the search process. Generically, the equilibrium is inecient, so there is at least some possibility that policy can improve welfare. However, the second part of Proposition 3 shows that a minimum wage can never implement the optimal allocation, because



`m > `n = `∗u .



In an equilibrium without a minimum wage, the number of hours worked



within each match will be ecient, even if the number of matches is inecient.



2.4 A Ramsey Planner Now, consider a Ramsey planner who uses a single policy instrument, the minimum wage, to maximize welfare, taking as given the responses of workers and rms. The goal is still to maximize (2.15), but the Ramsey planner is constrained in the sense that



(w, θ, `, e)



needs to be consistent with an equilibrium.



For



to constitute an equilibrium with a binding minimum wage, it's necessary and sucient that



w = wm > wn , θ = Θ (w), ` = s (w),



and



e = p (Θ (w)).



the planner's objective function by dening



∗ wm ,



(θ, `)



We can therefore consolidate these constraints into



R (w) ≡ W (Θ (w) , s (w)).



The optimal minimum wage, denoted



solves:



∗ wm = argmaxw∈[wn ,z] R (w) .



If the minimum wage does not improve welfare, then the planner can simply set



(2.16)



∗ wm = wn .



As established by Proposition 3, a policymaker cannot attain the unconstrained optimum by adjusting the minimum wage. Instead, the best the Ramsey planner can do is negotiate a tradeo between distorting the intensive and extensive margins of labor. To see this more explicitly, we can decompose the marginal welfare eect of increasing the minimum wage as:



R0 (w) = RE (w) + RI (w) ,
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(2.17)



where I have dened the functions:



∂W (θ, `) ∂θ (θ,`)=(Θ(w),s(w)) ∂W (θ, `) . RI (w) ≡ s0 (w) × ∂`



RE (w) ≡ Θ0 (w) ×



(2.18)



(2.19)



(θ,`)=(Θ(w),s(w))



We can interpret



RE (w) as the welfare eect of adjusting extensive margin of labor:



the wage causes vacancies to change by Similarly,



RI (w)



Θ0 (w),



Incrementally increasing



and the marginal vacancy causes welfare to change by



∂W ∂θ .



is the welfare eect of adjusting the intensive margin of labor.



For a binding minimum wage to be optimal, the welfare eects of adjusting the two margins of labor must have opposite signs and exactly balance each other out. Ramsey problem (2.16) requires



∗ ) = 0, R0 (wm



or equivalently,



That's because an interior solution to the



∗ ∗ ). ) = −RI (wm RE (wm



The equilibrium level



of hours is ecient when the minimum wage does not bind, and inecient when it does bind. Accordingly, the intensive-margin channel has a weakly negative eect on welfare.



Proposition 4.



RI (wn ) = 0,



and RI (w) < 0 for any w > wn .



Consequently, the Ramsey planner will only choose a binding minimum wage if the extensive-margin channel has a positive eect on welfare. characterize



∗ wm



In general, the sign of



4 together imply that



RE (wn ),



R0 (wn ) = RE (wn ).



When



minimum wage leads to welfare gains; hence,



Corollary.



is ambiguous, and it's dicult to



without making assumptions about the functional forms of



we can say something about the sign of



Proposition 5.



RE (·)



RE (wn ) R 0



v (·)



and



q (·).



Nevertheless,



which is useful because equation (2.17) and Proposition



R0 (wn )



RE (wn ) > 0



is positive, it means that a marginally binding is a sucient condition for



∗ > wn . wm



if, and only if, η (θn ) R β .



If η (θn ) > β , then wm∗ > wn .



If the worker's bargaining power is too low, relative to the Hosios [1990] condition, then a binding minimum wage is optimal.



The benet of the minimum wage operates exclusively through the extensive



margin, by ameliorating the congestion externality. Firms post fewer vacancies, but each vacancy is doing less to crowd out all the others in the matching process. However, Proposition 4 demonstrates that intensivemargin distortions will reduce welfare as the minimum wage increases, and the loss from reducing match surpluses must be weighed against the possible gains from reducing congestion.
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2.5 Sucient Statistics for Welfare Improvement It's possible to extend the above results by specializing to the case where



v (·)



and



q (·)



are isoelastic. There



are two things I want to demonstrate. First, the Ramsey problem admits a closed-form solution, which makes it clear, in theory, when a binding minimum wage will be optimal. Second, there is a connection between the economy's positive behavior and the model's normative implications: I will show that choosing the minimum wage to maximize welfare is equivalent to maximizing total equilibrium payrolls. Consequently, the elasticity of payrolls with respect to the minimum wage provides an indicator of whether the minimum wage is too high or too low. For the remainder of this section, suppose that specication of



v (·) in the applied literature;



model, the parameter



v (`) =



χ 1+1/φ . This is perhaps the most common 1+1/φ `



see, e.g., Keane and Rogerson [2015]. In a standard frictionless



φ would represent the Frisch elasticity of labor supply.



In the present model,



φ plays a



0



similar role, as the elasticity of the intensive labor-supply function: One can show that further that



q (θ) = γθ−η ,



so



η (θ)



is just a constant,



η.



(w) w ss(w) = φ.



Suppose



Again, this specication is a popular choice in the



literature; see, e.g., Petrongolo and Pissarides [2001]. Proposition 5 established that



η >β



is a sucient



condition for a binding minimum wage to be optimal. Subject to the functional-form assumptions,



η>β



is



both necessary and sucient.



Proposition 6.



A binding minimum wage is optimal if, and only if, η > β . In that case, wm∗ = η+φ 1+φ z .



Ideally, a policymaker would want to know the relevant parameters. More practically, to discern whether a minimum wage is a good idea, it's useful to have a criterion that's based upon observable labor-market outcomes. When



v (·)



and



q (·)



are isoelastic, total payrolls



e×`×w



provides such a criterion.



Solving the Ramsey problem (2.16) is equivalent to choosing the minimum wage that maximizes total equilibrium payrolls e × ` × w. If the Ramsey problem has an interior solution, then d(e ` w ) w ∗ R 0 if, and only if, wm R wm . If the Ramsey problem has a corner solution, then e ` w dw d(e ` w ) w ∗ ≤ 0 and wm = wn . e ` w dw Proposition 7. m m



m



m m



m



m m



m



m m



m



m



m



m



m



Much of the empirical literature asks, How can we use data to identify



wm d`m wm dem `m dwm and em dwm ? Popular



identication strategies include panel regressions and quasi-natural experiments. However, even if policymakers did vary the minimum wage as part of a genuine randomized experiment, we would only be able to observe the resulting changes in hours and employment could estimate



not welfare.



Suppose that an econometrician



wm d`m wm dem `m dwm and em dwm perfectly. The question remains, How do these quantities relate to opti-



mal policy? Proposition 7 provides clear guidelines: If an econometrician estimates that



d(em `m wm ) wm em `m wm dwm



is positive, then a policymaker should raise the minimum wage. Conversely, if an econometrician estimates
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that



d(em `m wm ) wm is negative, then a policymaker should lower the minimum wage. e m `m w m dwm



When studying the eects of the minimum wage, labor economists have made dierent assumptions about how the measured changes in employment and hours translate into normative implications. Allegretto et al. [2011] use total payrolls as a proxy for welfare, but those authors do not invoke any specic, formal



5 Nevertheless, Proposition 7 validates their interpretation. Alternatively, Neumark and Wascher



theory.



[2008] state: total hours is the most relevant statistic for testing the validity of the competitive model of labor demand, although perhaps not necessarily the most important statistic from a policy perspective. (p. 78) However, the response of total personhours is, in fact, informative of optimal policy: Because equals



d(em `m wm ) wm em `m wm dwm



− 1,



wm d(em `m ) em `m dwm



the elasticity of total personhours can also be used as a sucient statistic for



whether the minimum wage is too high or too low. In a dierent theoretical environment, Lavecchia [2018] forms a sucient statistic using an amalgam of the employment elasticity, the participation elasticity, and the marginal social welfare weight on low-skill workers; he abstracts from the hours margin and focuses on an economy that starts out with an optimal non-linear tax schedule. I will discuss the practical advantages and limitations of using the payroll elasticity as a welfare criterion in Section 3.3, after analyzing the data.



3



Evidence



We can now investigate the empirical relationship between minimum wages and hours of work using CPS data. The sample consists of workers from the CPS outgoing rotation group (ORG) samples between 1990 and 2016.



The CPS has a rotating-panel design, and each household in the sample is tracked over 16



months. Respondents are surveyed for four months, ignored for the next eight months, and then surveyed again for four months. The CPS only asks about hourly wages and usual hours of work when a respondent is in months 4 and 16 (i.e., in an outgoing rotation). Section 3.1 presents cross-sectional facts, and Section 3.2 analyzes longitudinal relationships between changes in policy and changes in individual workers' hours between outgoing rotation surveys. Section 3.3 discusses the potential welfare implications of these empirical results in the context of the economic theory. First, I will summarize how I assembled the sample. I downloaded the individual-level data for 19902016 from IPUMS-CPS (Flood et al. [2017]), which also provides documentation. additional details on the variables that I used.



6 Appendix B.1 contains



Only hourly employees are asked about their hourly pay;



salaried workers are asked about their earnings. In principle, one could divide earnings by hours to impute the average hourly earnings of salaried workers, but that would be a less precise measure of wages. Addi-



5 They



assert: If the wage bill elasticity is negative, teens as a whole are worse o from the increase in minimum wage. If it



is positive, teens as a whole are better o. (p. 221)



6 See:



https://cps.ipums.org/cps/.
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Table 1: Cross-Sectional Summary Statistics Minimum-Wage



Non-Minimum



Earners



Earners



Number of Observations (%)



45,808 (2.4%)



2,046,004 (97.6%)



Average Wage Minimum Wage



1



2.13



Average Age



28.1



36.2



Female



57.4%



50.4%



Non-Hispanic White



51.5%



66.8%



High School Graduate



51.7%



67.7%



College Graduate



3.2%



12.1%



Average Weekly Hours



27.1



35.6



Working 40+ Hours



28.9%



66.3%



corr( Log Hours , Log Real Minimum Wage )



.0836



-.0228



Notes: All statistics, except for the number of observations, are weighted averages, computed using CPS ORG sample weights.



tionally, although minimum-wage regulations apply to average hourly earnings for most salaried employees, I conjecture that the law is harder to enforce for workers who are not paid by the hour.



Throughout, I



will restrict the sample to workers who are employed, paid on an hourly basis, are less than 65 years old, and report their wages and hours of work. The wage variable measures the hourly pay at the respondent's current job, and the hours variable measures the usual hours of work per week that the respondent supplies at that wage. The data on state-level minimum wages is documented by Vaghul and Zipperer [2016], and



7 Real wages are computed by dividing the nominal



Ben Zipperer makes the data available on his website.



wage by the CPI. The cross-sectional statistics in Section 3.1 are constructed using all observations that meet the above criteria, but the longitudinal analysis in Section 3.2 only contains workers who are observed in both outgoing rotations. Appendix B.2 discusses the procedure for matching records on individual workers across months. Appendix B.3 discusses alternative sample criteria.



3.1 Cross-Sectional Summary Table 1 presents summary statistics that describe the features of workers who earn the minimum wage and those who don't. In each case, a worker is categorized using the minimum wage in the state where she resides. For investigating the intensive margin, the last three rows of Table 1 are the most relevant. On average, minimum-wage earners have shorter work weeks than non-minimum earners.



Nevertheless, the minimum



wage is not exclusively a part-time phenomenon. About 29% of people earning the minimum wage work at



7 See:



http://benzipperer.info/research/.
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least 40 hours per week. On average, when the minimum wage is higher, minimum-wage earners work longer hours. The bottom row of Table 1 shows the correlation coecient between a worker's log hours and the log real minimum wage in the state where that worker lives. To put the magnitudes of these correlations in perspective, we can summarize the same relationship with the slope of a univariate regression of log hours on the log real minimum wage. the slope coecient is



−.098



For minimum-wage earners, the coecient is



.461;



by comparison,



for non-minimum earners. (In both cases, the slope coecient is statistically



signicant.) Clearly, there are limitations to what these kinds of simple cross-sectional correlations can tell us. One possibility is that individuals earning the minimum wage increase their hours when the minimum wage goes up. Another possibility is that, when the minimum wage is higher, the pool of minimum-wage earners consists of people who tend to work more. I will therefore turn to longitudinal patterns to study the hours behavior of individual workers.



3.2 Longitudinal Patterns I will examine the hours responses of workers who are bound up in a minimum wage increase, relative to those who are not, using regression specications similar to the ones in Currie and Fallick [1996] and Zavodny [2000]. Because the CPS has a rotating panel structure, we can observe a worker at two points in time, 12 months apart. Suppose that we observe a worker at dates nominal wage at date and



wm,i,t



t,



and let



Wm,i,t



t



and



t − 12.



Let



Wi,t



denote worker



denote the date-t nominal minimal wage in worker i's state. Let



denote the corresponding real wage and real minimum wage. I will say that worker



i



i's



wi,t



is aected



by a minimum-wage increase if:



Wm,i,t−12 ≤ Wi,t−12 < Wm,i,t



and



wm,i,t−12 ≤ wi,t−12 < wm,i,t .



(3.1)



That is, an aected worker's initial wage weakly exceeds the old minimum wage, but is less than the new



8 The rst condition in equation (3.1) is in nominal terms



minimum wage, in both nominal and real terms.



because minimum-wage statutes govern nominal wages: By construction, workers are not considered aected if there is not a statutory increase in the minimum wage where they live. (During this sample, there were no decreases in the nominal minimum wage.) However, it's real wages that are relevant for time-allocation decisions, so the second condition in equation (3.1) stipulates that the new law gives worker



i



a raise in real



terms. This denition therefore isolates workers who are subject to deliberate changes in the real minimum wage coming from legislation, not incidental changes coming from ination. Beyond categorizing workers as



8 To



be clear, I am using the word aected as shorthand to mean that a worker satises the conditions given in equation



(3.1). In a broader sense, other workers could be subject to some kind of general-equilibrium eect, even if they earn more than the minimum wage. For instance, a worker's option value of search might change the next time she looks for a job.
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aected or not, we can capture how strongly the policy change binds on an individual. Dene the wage gap as:



Gapi,t



≡



    wm,i,t −wi,t−12



if worker



  0



if worker



wi,t−12



i



is aected (3.2)



i



is not aected.



In other words, Gapi,t represents the real wage increase, in percent terms, that an aected worker needs in order to comply with the new minimum wage. My goal is to capture the conditional correlation between changes in policy and changes in hours for aected employees, relative to workers on whom the minimum wage does not directly bind, but who are otherwise observationally similar. To that end, I will say that worker



i



is pseudo-aected by a minimum-



wage increase if:



Wm,i,t−12 < Wm,i,t



and



wm,i,t−12 < wm,i,t



and



 τ  Wm,i,t ≤ Wi,t−12 ≤ 1 + Wm,i,t . 100



(3.3)



That is, there's a minimum-wage increase (both nominal and real) in the time and place where we observe worker



i,



and the worker's initial wage is higher than the new minimum, but by no more than



τ



percent.



Hence, a pseudo-aected worker's initial wage is just high enough that she is not considered aected, as in equation (3.1).



τ,



Below, I experiment with a couple of values for the threshold



which controls how



expansively we're dening the population of pseudo-aected workers. In analogy to equation (3.2), dene the pseudo-wage gap as:



Pseudo-Gapi,t



≡



    wm,i,t −wm,i,t−12



if worker



i



is pseudo-aected



  0



if worker



i



is not pseudo-aected.



wi,t−12



(3.4)



This variable measures the increase in the real minimum wage, as a percentage of a pseudo-aected worker's initial wage, at the time of a policy change. Studying pseudo-aected workers serves two functions. First, when examining the behavior of aected workers, the pseudo-aected provide a comparison group consisting of people who had similar labor-market experiences prior to the policy change.



Second, looking at the



behavior of pseudo-aected workers, and how it correlates with the pseudo-wage gap, gives us an idea of whether minimum wages are systematically related to the hours of non-minimum-wage workers. In addition to the pseudo-aected workers, I will compare aected workers to low-wage earners who are not aected. I will say that worker



i



is low-wage unaected if:



 τ  Wm,i,t−12 Wm,i,t−12 ≤ Wm,i,t−12 ≤ 1 + 100 17



and



Wm,i,t−12 = Wm,i,t .



(3.5)



Table 2: Summary Statistics of Workers Employed in Both Outgoing Rotations Aected



Pseudo-



Low-Wage



Aected



Unaected



All



τ =5



τ = 10



τ =5



τ = 10



7, 386 (1.9%)



3, 757 (1.0%)



7, 848 (2.0%)



11, 721 (3.1%)



18, 240 (4.7%)



412, 932 (100%)



1.04



1.12



1.15



1.02



1.03



2.14



Gap



5.1



0



0



0



0



.0009



Pseudo-Gap



0



6.5



6.6



0



0



.0008



Initially Earning Minimum Wage



29.7%



0



0



50.5%



33.2%



2.2%



Average Age



28.4



30.2



30.8



28.6



28.9



37.4



Female



60.7%



61.1%



60.9%



59.4%



59.7%



51.8%



Non-Hispanic White



60.8%



58.1%



61.9%



56.7%



59.6%



69.9%



High School Graduate



47.1%



56.9%



56.8%



52.2%



53.5%



68.2%



College Graduate



2.3%



4.1%



3.8%



2.7%



3.0%



9.4%



Initial Average Weekly Hours



26.6



28.5



29.2



26.7



27.1



35.3



Initially Working 40+ Hours



27.2%



31.8%



35.4%



27.4%



28.6%



65.5%



Number of Workers



(%) Average Initial Wage Initial Minimum Wage



100×Average 100×Average



Notes: All statistics, except for the number of workers, are weighted averages, computed using CPS ORG sample weights.



That is, worker



i's



initial wage weakly exceeds the legal minimum, but by no more than



there is not a change in policy in the time and place where we observe worker



i.



τ



percent, and



The low-wage unaected



workers would most likely be aected by a policy change if one did take place, so they provide another useful comparison group. Looking at their behavior therefore gives us a sense of typical changes in hours for people with similar features to aected workers. Using the sample of workers who are employed in both outgoing rotations, I will t regressions in which the response variable is the percent change in worker



i's



hours between dates



t − 12



and



t.



The sample of



people who are observed and employed in both surveys is not identical to the population at large. Table 2 shows summary statistics. Relative to the minimum-wage earners in Table 1, the aected workers in Table 2 are a little less educated and less likely to be minorities. more than the minimum wage.



About 70% of aected workers initially earn



To contextualize the behavior of aected workers, we want to establish



that pseudo-aected and low-wage unaected workers constitute relevant comparison groups. groups have similar demographic proles.



All three



The biggest dierence is that pseudo-aected workers, though



less educated than average, are somewhat better educated than aected and low-wage unaected workers. This dierence in schooling is not surprising because pseudo-aected workers, by construction, have higher initial wages. Relative to all other workers, the aected, pseudo-aected, and low-wage unaected workers
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are much less likely to work full time, although the pseudo-aected group reports slightly longer initial hours than the aected. Variation in the wage gap (and the pseudo-wage gap) comes from variation in individual wages and variation in policy: The sample period includes 7 increases in the federal minimum wage and 276 increases in state-level minimum wages. In percent terms, the average wage gap for aected workers is 5.1%, with a standard deviation of 3.9%; when



τ = 5 (τ = 10),



the average pseudo-wage gap for pseudo-aected



workers is 6.5% (6.6%), with a standard deviation of 4.5% (3.9%). To form inferences about the regression coecients, I compute both heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors and clustered standard errors, where the clustering is by state.



Since the work of Bertrand et al.



[2004], common practice is to cluster standard errors by state when assessing the impacts of state-level policies that change over time. In many papers, clustering inates standard errors, but in this application, I nd that most of the clustered standard errors are actually smaller.



9 To be conservative, I report the



heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors alongside the clustered standard errors. Either way, there is little dierence in the substantive implications of the regressions. Table 3 shows results from the regressing the percent change in hours on the wage gap, the pseudo-wage gap, and other covariates. Across the board, the point estimates for the coecient on Gapi,t are positive. Specications I and II are just meant to summarize the unconditional sample correlations between changes in hours and the wage gap (for aected workers) and the pseudo-wage gap (for pseudo-aected workers). The remaining specications follow standard practice in the minimum-wage literature by including covariates for individual characteristics, as well as state xed eects and time xed eects. With clustered standard errors, the coecient on the wage gap is always highly signicant; with heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors, the coecient is signicant on either the 5% or 10% level in Specications III-VI. The point estimates in Specications V and VI, which are slightly more conservative than Specications III and IV, are close to one. To put that number in perspective, consider someone who works 20 hours per week for $10 per hour. If the minimum wage were to increase to $11, then the regressions predict that this person would work about two additional hours per week, conditional on remaining employed. Between the increase in wages and the increase in hours, this hypothetical worker's expected weekly pay would rise substantially, from $200 to $242. The estimates from Specications VII and VIII, which include all non-aected workers, are not as strong, but still suggestive. The dierences between Specications III-VI and Specications VII and VIII stem from the dierent groups to which aected workers are being compared. Because the overwhelming



9 Mechanically,



clustering inates (deates) standard errors if the product of the residuals and the covariates is positively



(negatively) correlated across observations within a cluster. Bertrand et al. [2004] focus on dierence-in-dierence estimators for evaluating state-level policies and emphasize the situation where, at a certain date in the sample, a state-level policy turns on once and for all. In that case, the persistence of the policy variable generates positive autocorrelation in the residuals within a state. In contrast, I t regressions in which the policy variable does not enter in levels; instead, I'm looking at changes in real wages that individuals are required to get from changes in the minimum wage.
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20



Individual



A, PA



τ =5



A, PA



X



X



.0151 (.0455) [.0375]



.1966 (.4401) [.3856]



1.2498 ∗∗ (.5663) ∗∗∗ [.2606]



τ = 10



A, PA



X



X



.0181 (.0370) [.0308]



.0900 (.3187) [.2709]



1.1127 ∗∗ (.5607) ∗∗∗ [.2534]



IV



V



τ = 05



A, PA, LW



X



τ = 10



A, PA, LW



X



X



−.0433 (.0372) [.0292]



−.0625 (.0568) [.0466] X



−.0297 (.0297) [.0225]



−.0011 (.3722) [.3368]



.9715 ∗ (.5517) ∗∗∗ [.2316]



VI



−.0617 ∗ (.0332) ∗∗ [.0242]



.0351 (.5556) [.5352]



1.1182 ∗∗ (.5593) ∗∗∗ [.2446]



Table 3: Changes in Hours III



τ =5



All



X



X



.0695 (.0535) [.0476]



.0607 ∗∗ (.0253) ∗∗∗ [.0162]



−.2009 (.5832) [.5107]



.8065 (.5362) ∗∗∗ [.2382]



VII



τ = 10



All



X



X



.0516 (.0330) ∗ [.0274]



.0623 ∗∗ (.0253) ∗∗∗ [.0162]



−.0034 (.3684) [.3232]



.8099 (.5363) ∗∗∗ [.2382]



VIII



p-values



Asterisks denote signicance on the 10% (*), 5% (**), and 1% (***) levels, where the



are computed using the corresponding type of standard error. The sample abbreviations A, PA, and LW denote aected, pseudo-



changes in state-level unemployment rate. See Appendix B.1 for detailed denitions of the covariates. All regressions include a constant.



Table 2 for each group's sample size. Individual characteristics include: age, age squared, race, Hispanic origin, education, industry, occupation, and



aected, and low-wage unaected, respectively; all refers to all workers workers who are observed and employed in both outgoing rotations. See



two-sided



standard errors clustered by state are in square brackets.



Notes: Point estimates from weighted least squares, using CPS-ORG survey weights. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors are in parentheses;



Sample



Fixed Eects



State & Time



Characteristics



τ = 10



.0248 (.0411) [.0332]



−.0025 (.0587) [.0503]



Aectedi,t



τ =5



−.0748 (.3674) [.3183]



−.2915 (.5824) [.5074]



Pseudo-Gapi,t



A, PA



.8764 (.5379) ∗∗∗ [.2578]



.8764 (.5379) ∗∗∗ [.2578]



Gapi,t



Pseudo-Aectedi,t



II



I



%∆Hours



majority of workers are not aected, the xed eects in Specications VII and VIII largely reect labormarket patterns for relatively high-wage, high-hour workers who have substantially dierent demographic characteristics from aected workers. The xed eects in Specications III-VI, by contrast, reect labormarket patterns for aected workers and people with similar attributes. (Re-estimating Specications III-VI without time and state xed eects yields estimates for the coecient on Gapi,t that are virtually the same as the estimates from Specications VII and VIII.) Consequently, I nd Specications III-VI more compelling, because the comparison groups are more relevant. With this more selective sample, a stronger positive association emerges between the wage gap and changes in hours. The only estimate in Table 3 that might suggest that aected workers decrease their hours comes from Specication V, where the coecient on the indicator variable Aectedi,t is negative. in particular, Specication VI simply adjusts



τ,



However, that result is not robust across specications; which makes the coecient on Aectedi,t smaller and



statistically insignicant. The results in Table 3 do not provide strong evidence of a meaningful correlation between changes in the minimum wage and changes in hours for pseudo-aected workers. Even if the coecient on Pseudo-Gapi,t were positive, it would not necessarily mean that the positive coecient on Gapi,t is spurious. Other authors have argued that the minimum wage generates spillover eects that boost the wages of people who earn more than the minimum, so it's interesting that there are no apparent spillovers to the hours of above-



10 If nothing else, the data from pseudo-aected workers suggest that it's unlikely that



minimum earners.



increases in the minimum wage coincidentally occurred in times and locations when low-wage employees happened to be increasing their hours for unrelated reasons. Although my main focus is the hours margin, these data also allow us to examine how changes in the minimum wage are related to the probability of remaining employed.



Using the sample of workers who



are employed in their rst outgoing rotation, I t regressions in which the response variable is an indicator variable for being employed in the second outgoing rotation. Table 4 shows the estimated coecients. The specications are analogous to the ones used to study hours. For the coecient on Gapi,t , the point estimates are practically close to zero, but the standard errors imply reasonably wide condence intervals. The coecient on Pseudo-Gapit is also not statistically signicantly dierent from zero. The indicator variable Aectedi,t has a coecient that is negative and signicantly dierent from zero in Specications VII and VIII. However, these two regressions include all initially employed workers whose records are matched across outgoing rotations, most of whom earn much more than aected workers. Consequently, in Specications VII and VIII, the negative coecient on Aectedi,t likely just reects the fact that relatively low-skill workers have higher separation rates, unconditional on the minimum wage. Similar reasoning can explain the nega-



10 See,



e.g., Lee [1999], Autor et al. [2016], and Engbom and Moser [2017].
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22



Individual



A, PA



τ =5



A, PA



X



X



−.0059 (.0137) [.0128]



τ = 10



A, PA



X



X



−.0037 (.0114) [.0104]



.1597 (.1176) [.1350]



−.0045 (.1174) [.0831]



−.0047 (.1193) [.0838] .1122 (.1465) [.1532]



IV



III



τ = 05



A, PA, LW



X



τ = 10



A, PA, LW



X



X



.0154 (.0096) [.0124]



.0239 ∗ (.0123) ∗ [.0139] X



.0079 (.0091) [.0081]



.1034 (.1089) [.1257]



−.0140 (.1150) [.0812]



VI



.0161 (.0100) ∗ [.0081]



.0761 (.1363) [.1437]



−.0084 (.1165) [.0802]



V



τ =5



All



X



τ = 10



All



X



X



−.0437 ∗∗∗ (.0077) ∗∗∗ [.0082]



−.0344 ∗∗∗ (.0102) ∗∗∗ [.0107] X



−.0505 ∗∗∗ (.0071) ∗∗∗ [.0061]



.1261 (.0993) [.1169]



.0637 (.1112) [.0788]



VIII



−.0491 ∗∗∗ (.0071) ∗∗∗ [.0060]



.0838 (.1262) [.1415]



.0650 (.1111) [.0789]



VII



p-values



Asterisks denote signicance on the 10% (*), 5% (**), and 1% (***) levels, where the



are computed using the corresponding type of standard error. The sample abbreviations A, PA, and LW denote aected, pseudo-



changes in state-level unemployment rate. See Appendix B.1 for detailed denitions of the covariates. All regressions include a constant.



in their second outgoing rotation. Individual characteristics include: age, age squared, race, Hispanic origin, education, industry, occupation, and



aected, and low-wage unaected, respectively; all refers to all workers workers who are employed in their rst outgoing rotation and observed



two-sided



standard errors clustered by state are in square brackets.



Notes: Point estimates from weighted least squares, using CPS-ORG survey weights. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors are in parentheses;



Sample



Fixed Eects



State & Time



Characteristics



τ = 10



−.0197 ∗ (.0105) ∗∗ [.0095]



−.0223 ∗ (.0125) ∗ [.0126]



Aectedi,t



τ =5



.1381 (.0996) [.1211]



.1287 (.1268) [.1443]



Pseudo-Gapi,t



A, PA



.0152 (.1121) [.1136]



.0152 (.1121) [.1136]



Gapi,t



Pseudo-Aectedi,t



II



Table 4: Changes in Employment Probability I



Employed in Second ORG



tive coecient on Pseudo-Aectedi,t in Specications VII and VIII. Otherwise, the coecients on Aectedi,t and Pseudo-Aectedi,t are not robust across specications. Overall, these results do not allow us to conclude whether aected workers are more or less likely to continue being employed after a minimum-wage increase. Although the theory in Section 2 predicts a decline in employment, the predicted margin of adjustment is the job-nding rate, not the separation rate.
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A competitive supply-and-demand model predicts that the minimum wage depresses the quantity of labor, so the results from these regressions are striking.



Although the theory from Section 2 provides a



plausible mechanism for the increase in hours, the interpretation of these correlations comes with several caveats.



One qualier is that this sample only tells us about the behavior of workers who are employed



at the time of a policy change.



It's harder to discern how changes in the minimum wage correlate with



changes in the job-nding rates of workers who are unemployed at the time of a policy change. Hence, these results neither conrm nor reject the hypothesis that the minimum wage raises unemployment.



Another



qualier is that these results speak primarily to short-run adjustments, because for any given worker, the CPS's rotating panel only allows us to see one realization of the 12-month growth rate in hours.



A nal



qualier is that we can only observe changes in hours for workers who remain employed, and these regressions do not explicitly account for sample-selection eects. That is, one might think that the low-wage workers who remain employed following a minimum-wage increase have dierent unobserved characteristics from the workers who exit employment. It's not a problem for unobserved characteristics to be correlated with the initial level of hours, because the intensive-margin regressions are specied in growth rates. Selection eects only become an issue if unobserved factors that aect the propensity to remain employed are systematically correlated with unobserved factors that aect the growth rate of hours.



That being said, I doubt that



selection eects are the main reason for the positive correlation between the minimum wage and hours of work.



The extensive-margin regressions do not show a signicant relationship between changes in the



minimum wage and changes in employment status, so it seems unlikely that changes in the minimum wage are tilting the composition of initially employed workers toward people who would have increased their hours for reasons unrelated to the minimum wage.



In principle, one could t a sample-selection model,



in the tradition of Heckman [1979]. However, identication in sample-selection models usually comes from exclusion restrictions (i.e., ex ante assumptions that some variables predict changes in employment status, but not changes in hours) about which the theory in Section 2 provides little guidance.



11 Because



it's a one-shot model, the framework in Section 2 is silent about separation rates. However, consider what would



happen in the model if the government surprised agents by announcing a minimum-wage law after workers and rms already found matches. If



wm



rises above



z,



then the rm would want to get rid of the worker. But if



wm



remains less than



neither employers nor employees would want to dissolve an existing relationship in response to the new policy.
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z,



then



3.3 Welfare Implications It's interesting to think about these empirical results vis-à-vis the theoretical welfare results from Section 2.5. Recall that, under the conditions of Proposition 7, the response of total payrolls provides a sucient statistic for whether the minimum wage is above or below the theoretical optimum. By identity, the elasticity of payrolls with respect to the minimum wage is equal to the sum of the hours elasticity, the employment elasticity, and one. The above results suggest that the hours elasticity is around one, so the payroll elasticity will be positive as long as the employment elasticity exceeds negative two  and despite an ongoing debate in the literature, the consensus is that the employment elasticity is not nearly that low. For instance, after surveying dozens of papers, Neumark and Wascher [2008] conclude that the elasticity of teenage employment with the respect to the minimum wage is between



−.1



and



−.3,



and Dube [2011] argues that, if anything,



these numbers overstate the drop in employment. In sum, when combined with results from other authors, my estimates suggest that minimum-wage increases during the sample period had a positive eect on total payrolls, and viewed through the lens of Proposition 7, this fact implies that these policy changes improved aggregate welfare. It's useful that the theory points to a concrete feature of the data that can guide policy, but it's worth recognizing some pros and cons.



For a moment, suppose that we take Proposition 7 at face value.



The



regressions exploit variation across minimum-wage regimes, so it's possible that some state-level minimum wages are too high, and others too low. Under the assumptions of Section 2.5, the hours elasticity will be constant across minimum-wage regimes, but the employment elasticity becomes increasingly negative as the minimum wage goes up. By computing a single number for the payroll elasticity, we're eectively considering the rst-order welfare eect of the average policy change that occurred in the sample. Consequently, this sucient-statistic approach can be informative of whether historical increases in the minimum wage have been benecial, but it's harder to forecast the welfare eect of a new minimum wage that's much higher than what we've seen in the past.



Even if policymakers take a more incremental approach, the payroll



elasticity reects the sign of the welfare eect, not the magnitude, so it's possible that the benet from increasing the minimum wage is small. This fact is worth keeping in mind, given that Proposition 3 implies that the minimum wage is only a second-best policy instrument. Of course, the obvious downside to taking Proposition 7 at face value is that it rests on assumptions that are, admittedly, quite stylized. Nevertheless, the end result seems reasonable: If the minimum wage allows workers to make more money in aggregate, then workers will have higher aggregate welfare. Even in many richer search-theoretic models, the eciency properties of an equilibrium are determined by the Hosios [1990] condition: We need to gure out whether the elasticity of the matching function



(η)



exceeds the worker's bargaining power
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(β).



Estimating a fully



structural model with more realistic features can be valuable, but that approach may or may not allow us to identify these key parameters. For example, Flinn [2006] ts an equilibrium search model to assess the welfare eects of the minimum wage. He nds that from cross-sectional CPS data. with the same sign as



β



is only weakly identied, and



η



is not identied at all



12 By looking at the payroll elasticity, one can try to estimate a single number



η − β , rather than trying to identify the levels of η



and



β



separately. Another practical



advantage of using the payroll elasticity is that it's possible to combine insights from dierent studies, so it's not necessary to quantify the response of both margins of labor in a single paper.



As noted above,



my regressions are much more informative about hours than employment, yet I can form beliefs about the payroll elasticity by appealing to the employment elasticities estimated by other authors.



4



Conclusion



Minimum-wage researchers have devoted much more attention to employment than hours, but both margins are of rst-order importance. According to the search-theoretic model in this paper, we should expect employment and hours to move in opposite directions in response to a minimum-wage increase, with employment falling and hours rising. In the data, we do see that hours increase for workers who are directly aected by changes in the law, although the eect on employment is less clear. Besides the positive predictions of the model, the theory highlights a previously unexplored tradeo that policymakers should consider when setting the minimum wage: Distorting the extensive margin can be either harmful or benecial, but distorting the intensive margin always reduces the surplus within a match.



12 In



order to quantify the bargaining power, Flinn [2006] uses information from outside the sample. Specically, to get a



number for the worker's bargaining power, he constrains the parameters to match the ratio of payrolls to revenues at McDonald's. To pin down the elasticity of the matching function, he chooses a value to match the job-nding rate and market tightness at two points in time. More generally, estimating the matching function requires time-series data, and the literature has not converged to a consensus value of



η.



See, e.g., Petrongolo and Pissarides [2001].
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Labour Economics, 7(6):



A



Proofs



A.1 Proposition 1 Observe that:



0



S (`)



  d v (`) 0 βv (`) + (1 − β) d` ` 0 v (`) ` − v (`) βv 00 (`) + (1 − β) . 2 `



= =



Because



v (·)



is convex, we know



this is implied by the condition



v 00 (`)



(A.1)



is positive, so it is sucient to show that



v 0 (`) ` − v (`) ≥ 0.



In fact,



S (`) ` − v (`) ≥ 0:



S (`) ` − v (`)



=



  v (`) βv 0 (`) + (1 − β) ` − v (`) `



= β [v 0 (`) ` − v (`)] ,



where the rst equality just uses the denition of



S (`)



(A.2)



as the right-hand side of equation (2.4).



A.2 Proposition 2 Consider a xed value of



w ∈ [wn , z),



and for the remainder of the proof, let 0



0



tells us that terms of



`w ,



(w) w ΘΘ(w) 


if, and only if,



(w) w ss(w) 



and then I will establish that



w z−w is greater than



0



(w) w ss(w)



in



0



(w) w ss(w) .



w z−w must satisfy:



=



S (s (w)) z − S (s (w))



=



w) βv 0 (`w ) + (1 − β) v(` `w h i w) z − βv 0 (`w ) + (1 − β) v(` `w



=



Equation (2.13)



w w z−w . I will provide expressions for z−w and



Equation (2.4) implies that the payroll-to-prot ratio



w z−w



`w ≡ s (w).



v(`w ) β 1−β + `w v 0 (`w ) z −β v 0 (`w ) w) − `wv(` 1−β v 0 (`w )



.



(A.3)



The rule for dierentiating inverse functions implies that:



w



 −1  −1 s0 (w) S 0 (s (w)) S 0 (`w ) = s (w) = `w . s (w) S (s (w)) S (`w )
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(A.4)



From equations (2.4) and (A.1), we see that:



`



S 0 (`) S (`)



0



=



`



βv 00 (`) + (1 − β) v (`)`−v(`) `2



1− =



0



Thus,



(w) w ss(w) 



βv 0 (`) + (1 − β) v(`) ` v(`) `v 0 (`) β 1−β



+ +



β v 00 (`) 1−β v 0 (`) ` . v(`) `v 0 (`)



(A.5)



w z−w if, and only if:



1−



v(`w ) β 1−β + `w v 0 (`w ) v(`w ) β v 00 (`w ) `w v 0 (`w ) + 1−β v 0 (`w ) `w







v(`w ) β 1−β + `w v 0 (`w ) z −β v(` ) v 0 (` )



−



w



1−β



.



(A.6)



w



`w v 0 (`w )



We know that each side of inequality (A.6) is positive, and we know that the numerator of both sides is



13 Consequently, the denominators of both sides of inequality (A.6) are positive. Inequality (A.6)



positive.



therefore holds if, and only if, the denominator of the right-hand side is smaller than the denominator of the left-hand side:



z v 0 (`w )



−β



−



1−β



v (`w ) v (`w ) β v 00 (`w ) < 1 − + `w , `w v 0 (`w ) `w v 0 (`w ) 1 − β v 0 (`w )



(A.7)



which is equivalent to:



v0



z v 00 (`w ) 


(A.8)



0



Hence, to show that



(w) w ΘΘ(w) < 0,



it is sucient to demonstrate that the above inequality holds. Observe



that:



z z z z v 00 (`w ) = ≤ = = 1 < 1 + β `w , v 0 (`w ) v 0 (s (w)) v 0 (s (wn )) v 0 (`n ) v 0 (`w ) where the rst equality comes from the fact that



w ≥ wn , s (·)



is increasing, and



v (·)



`w ≡ s (w);



(A.9)



the rst inequality comes from the facts that



is convex; the second equality comes from the fact that



`n = s (wn );



third equality uses equation (2.10); and the nal inequality comes from the strict convexity of



the



v (·).



A.3 Proposition 3 The rst-order condition of equation (2.15) with respect to (2.10) shows that characterization of



`∗u = `n .



`



is



z = v 0 (`∗u ).



The rst-order condition with respect to



θ,



Comparing this to equation



evaluated at



` = `∗u ,



provides a



θu∗ : κ = p0 (θu∗ ) [z`∗u − v (`∗u )] .



(A.10)



s0 (w) , and s0 (w) is an increasing, positive-valued s(w) w function. The right-hand side of inequality (A.6) must be positive because it equals , and 0 < w < z . Clearly, both sides z−w



13 The



left-hand side of inequality (A.6) must be positive, because it equals



w



of inequality (A.6) have the same numerator, and the numerator is positive because
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v (·)



is positive-valued and increasing.



Because



p (θ) = θq (θ), we have p0 (θ) = q (θ) + θq 0 (θ) = [1 − η (θ)] q (θ).



Thus, the planner's choice of market



tightness satises:



κ = [1 − η (θu∗ )] q (θu∗ ) [z`∗u − v (`∗u )] .



(A.11)



Without a binding minimum wage, the wage must satisfy the surplus-splitting condition (2.9), which is equivalent to



(z − w) ` = (1 − β) [z` − v (`)].



(`, θ) = (`n , θn ),



Plugging this into the free-entry condition (2.2), evaluated at



yields:



κ = (1 − β) q (θn ) [z`n − v (`n )] , making it apparent that



θu∗ = θn



if



(A.12)



β = η (θu∗ ).



A.4 Proposition 4 Observe that:



RI (w) = s0 (w) p (Θ (w)) [z − v 0 (s (w))] . Notice that Because and



s (·)



(A.13)



s0 (w) and p (Θ (w)) are both positive, so the sign of RI (w) is the same as the sign of z −v 0 (s (w)).



s (wn ) = `n



and



is increasing,



z = v 0 (`n ),



we have



z − v 0 (s (wn )) = 0;



hence,



z − v 0 (s (w)) < z − v 0 (s (wn )) = 0, ∀w > wn ;



RI (wn ) = 0.



hence,



Because



v (·) is convex



RI (w) < 0, ∀w > wn .



A.5 Proposition 5 Observe that:



RE (w) = Θ0 (w) (−κ + [1 − η (Θ (w))] q (Θ (w)) [zs (w) − v (s (w))]) . Evaluating the above at



RE (wn )



w = wn



=



(A.14)



yields:



Θ0 (wn ) (−κ + [1 − η (Θ (wn ))] q (Θ (wn )) [zs (wn ) − v (s (wn ))])



Θ0 (wn ) (−κ + [1 − η (θn )] q (θn ) [z`n − v (`n )])   κ = Θ0 (wn ) −κ + [1 − η (θn )] 1−β κ 0 = Θ (wn ) [β − η (θn )] , 1−β =



(A.15)



where the third equality uses equation (A.12), from the proof of Proposition 3. Proposition 2 establishes that



Θ0 (w) < 0,



and clearly,



κ 1−β



> 0.



Hence,



RE (wn ) R 0
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if, and only if,



η (θn ) R β .



A.6 Proposition 6 We can rule out



∗ wm = z , because then no rms would post vacancies.



Consequently, if the optimal minimum



wage is binding, then the solution to the Ramsey problem (2.16) is interior: necessary condition for an interior solution to the Ramsey problem is



∗ wm ∈ (wn , z).



RE (w) = −RI (w).



this equation has a unique solution, and it solves the Ramsey problem if, and only if, First, to assess when a minimum wage is binding, we need to solve for assumption for



v (·),



wn .



The rst-order



I will show that



η > β.



With the functional-form



equation (2.4) becomes:



w=χ



β + φ 1/φ ` ≡ S (`) . 1+φ



Given the above, we can compute the inverse of



 `=



S (·)



(A.16)



explicitly:



1+φ w β+φ χ



φ = s (w) .



(A.17)



0



The above implies that



(w) w ss(w) = φ.



From here, we can solve for equilibrium wages and hours when there is



no minimum wage. The intensive labor supply without a binding minimum wage is characterized by:



z = v 0 (`n ) = χ`1/φ n ,



implying that



`n =



 φ z χ



. Plugging this into



S (·)



shows that



(A.18)



wn =



β+φ 1+φ z .



To characterize the Ramsey solution, some preliminary calculations will be useful. Observe that:



v 0 (s (w)) =



1+φ w, β+φ



v (s (w)) φ = w. s (w) β+φ



(A.19)



Also, equation (2.13) becomes:



1 Θ0 (w) = w Θ (w) η



 φ−



w z−w



 .



(A.20)



Now, we can simplify equation (A.14):



RE (w)



= = = =



Θ0 (w) (−κ + (1 − η) q (Θ (w)) [zs (w) − v (s (w))])   κ Θ0 (w) −κ + (1 − η) [zs (w) − v (s (w))] (z − w) s (w)    1−η v (s (w)) κΘ (w) Θ0 (w) w −1 + z− w Θ (w) z−w s (w)     κΘ (w) 1 w 1−η φ φ− −1 + z− w , w η z−w z−w β+φ
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(A.21)



where the second line uses equation (2.8), the third line is algebra, and the fourth line uses equations (A.19) and (A.20). Likewise, we can simplify equation (A.13):



RI (w)



  1+φ = s0 (w) p (Θ (w)) z − w β+φ   1+φ = s0 (w) Θ (w) q (Θ (w)) z − w β+φ   1+φ κ = s0 (w) Θ (w) z− w (z − w) s (w) β+φ   κΘ (w) s0 (w) 1 1+φ = w z− w w s (w) z − w β+φ   κΘ (w) φ 1+φ = z− w , w z−w β+φ



where the rst line uses equation (A.19), the second line uses the identity



p (θ) = θq (θ),



(A.22)



the third line uses



0



equation (2.8), the fourth line is algebra, and the fth line uses the fact that



RE (w) = −RI (w) 1 η



(w) w ss(w) = φ.



Now, we can write



as:



 φ−



w z−w



Multiplying both sides by



     1−η φ φ 1+φ −1 + z− w =− z− w . z−w β+φ z−w β+φ 2



η (β + φ) (z − w)



(A.23)



and rearranging yields:



[φz − (1 + φ) w] [(β + ηφ) w − η (β + φ) z] = −ηφ (z − w) [(β + φ) z − (1 + φ) w] .



(A.24)



Expanding both sides of the above yields:



φ (β + ηφ) wz − (1 + φ) (β + ηφ) w2 −φη (β + φ) z 2 + (1 + φ) η (β + φ) zw



=



−ηφ (β + φ) z 2 + ηφ (β + φ) wz +ηφ (1 + φ) wz − ηφ (1 + φ) w2 .



Canceling redundant terms and rearranging leaves us with



w=



(A.25)



η+φ 1+φ z as the rst-order necessary condition



for an interior solution to the Ramsey problem. Suppose that a binding minimum wage is optimal. Because this entails an interior solution to the Ramsey problem, the above calculations imply that this solution satises having an optimally binding minimum wage implies The converse (i.e., that



η>β



∗ wm =



η+φ 1+φ z . Because



∗ wm > wn =



β+φ 1+φ ,



η > β.



implies that a binding minimum wage is optimal) follows from Proposition



5 and its corollary.
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A.7 Proposition 7 In general, the elasticity of total payrolls with respect to the minimum wage is:



wm d (em `m wm ) em `m wm dwm



= =



wm dem wm d`m + +1 em dwm `m dwm   1 − η (Θ (wm )) s0 (wm ) wm s0 (wm ) wm − + wm + 1, η (Θ (wm )) s (wm ) z − wm s (wm ) `m = s (wm ).



where the second line uses equations (2.12) and (2.13), along with the fact that where



q (·)



and



v (·)



(A.26)



In the case



are isoelastic, the above reduces to:







wm d (em `m wm ) 1−η = em `m wm dwm η It's important to note that



wm φ− z − wm



 + φ + 1.



d(em `m wm ) wm is a strictly decreasing function of e m `m w m dwm



wm .



(A.27)



There are two cases to



consider: When the Ramsey problem has an interior solution, and when the Ramsey problem has a corner solution. First, suppose that the Ramsey solution is interior; then, Proposition 6 tells us that Evaluating equation (A.27) at



∗ wm = wm



η+φ 1+φ z .



yields:



wm d (em `m wm ) 1−η = em `m wm dwm η ∗ wm =w



φ−



m



Because



∗ = wm



d(em `m wm ) wm is strictly decreasing in em `m wm dwm



wm ,



!



d(em `m wm ) wm e m `m w m dwm



Now, suppose that the Ramsey solution is at a corner: binding minimum wage, so Proposition 6 tells us that



z



η+φ 1+φ z − η+φ 1+φ z



∗ = wn . wm



η ≤ β.



+ φ + 1 = 0.



R0



if, and only if,



(A.28)



∗ wm R wm .



In that case, it's not optimal to have a



Substituting



∗ wm = wn =



β+φ 1+φ z into equation



(2.13), we get:



wm d (em `m wm ) 1−η = em ` m w m dwm η wm =wn where the inequality comes from the fact that in



wm ,



the above implies that



φ−



z



β+φ 1+φ z − β+φ 1+φ z



η − β ≤ 0.



d(em `m wm ) wm e m `m w m dwm



! + φ + 1 = (η − β)



Because



< 0, ∀wm > wn .
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1+φ ≤ 0, (1 − β) η



(A.29)



d(em `m wm ) wm is strictly decreasing e m `m w m dwm



B



Data



B.1 Data Details The data come from three sources: the BLS, Vaghul and Zipperer [2016], and IPUMS-CPS (Flood et al. [2017]). The BLS provides data on CPI and state-level unemployment rates. Vaghul and Zipperer provide the state-level data on minimum wages. IPUMS provides the individual-level data that underlie the bulk of the analysis. Specically, the regressions utilize the following variables (with IPUMS mnemonic in parentheses): hourly wages (HOURWAGE), usual hours of work (UHRSWORKORG), employment status (EMPSTAT), year (YEAR), month (MONTH), age (AGE), race (RACE), Hispanic origin (HISPAN), education (EDUC), industry (IND1990), occupation (OCC1990), and CPS-ORG sample weights (EARNWT). The covariates in the regressions correspond to the worker's characteristics in the rst outgoing rotation, before any change in policy. In addition, the following variables do not enter the regressions directly, but are used to construct the appropriate sample: month in sample (MISH), an indicator for being paid by the hour (PAIDHOUR), and CPS person ID for longitudinal linking (CPSIDP). The sample is restricted to outgoing rotation groups (i.e., those whose month in sample is either four or eight), and I drop workers who are at least 65 years old or who are not paid by the hour. I also drop people



14 (The topcoding of wages makes no dierence, because the sample is con-



whose hours or wages are missing.



ned to low-wage workers.) The raw IPUMS-CPS variables on race, education, industry, and occupation are more granular than the variables that appear in the regressions. I use three categories for race (black, white, other), and three categories for education (no high-school diploma, high-school graduate, college graduate). I aggregate the detailed industry codes into the following categories (with corresponding numerical values of IND1990 in parentheses): agriculture, forestry, and sheries (10-32); mining (40-50); construction (60); manufacturing (100-392); transportation, communications, and other public utilities (400-472); wholesale trade (500-571); retail trade (580-691); nance, insurance, and real estate (700-712); business and repair services (721-760); personal services (761-791); entertainment and recreation services (800-810); professional and related services (812-893); public administration (900-932); active duty military (940-960); and unknown. Similarly, I aggregate the detailed occupation codes into the following categories (with corresponding numerical values of OCC1990 in parentheses): managerial and professional specialty occupations (3-200); technical, sales, and administrative support occupations (203-391); service occupations (405-469); farming, forestry, and shing occupations (473-498); precision production, craft, and repair occupations (503-699); operators,



14 The



statistic mentioned in the rst paragraph of the introduction (i.e., that 52% of hourly employees earn weakly more



than $7.25 but strictly less than $15) is calculated using data on all hourly workers in 2016, including those whose hours data are missing and those who are over 65. Excluding people with missing hours data brings the number up to 54%, and excluding people over age 65 makes virtually no dierence at all.
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fabricators, and laborers (703-890); military (905); and unknown. Ultimately, some industry and occupation categories are not represented in the regressions, because workers in those categories do not meet other sample criteria. (For instance, military workers are not paid by the hour and are therefore excluded.) Other authors use CPS data to study the relationship between hours and minimum wages, but using earlier sample periods. For example, Zavodny [2000] and Neumark et al. [2004] use data running from 19791993 and 1979-1997, respectively. According to Flood et al. [2017], however, The Census Bureau reports that the results in the CPS public use les for this data series [on hourly wages] included errors for years prior to 1990, so only data from 1990 forward are part of IPUMS-CPS. (See: https://cps.ipums.org/cpsaction/variables/HOURWAGE#comparability_section.) I therefore use data from 1990 to 2016 in my analysis.



B.2 Matching Individuals Across Months Despite having a rotating-panel structure, the CPS was designed primarily to be a repeat cross-sectional sample, so some care is required when exploiting the longitudinal aspect of the survey. her rst outgoing rotation at date



t − 12,



If someone is in



then we need to nd her information from her second outgoing



rotation, which will be at date t. To facilitate matching of individual records across months, IPUMS includes a variable CPSIDP, which is documented by Drew et al. [2014]. A person who appears in multiple months will have the same CPSIDP across samples.



Thus, for each date



observations who are in their fourth month in sample at date in their eighth month in sample at date



t,



t,



t − 12,



I do the following: (1) I collect the (2) I collect the observations who are



and (3) I merge the observations on the basis of CPSIDP. The



CPS has some attrition, due to death and migration, so not all values of CPSIDP are matched across time periods. Conversely, there are circumstances under which two people have the same value for CPSIDP, so



15 I therefore drop observations that have the same



matching on this variable is necessary, but not sucient.



value of CPSIDP, but dierent values of race or sex. I also drop observations for which, between dates and



t,



t − 12



age increases by more than two years or decreases by any amount.



B.3 Alternative Samples and Specications B.3.1 A Nominal Threshold for the Comparison Groups In Section 3.2, workers are classied as pseudo-aected or low-wage unaected based on the percent dierence between an individual's wage and the minimum wage.



15 The



An alternative approach is to look at people who



household survey is attached to the physical dwelling, not the people. In other words, if someone starts in the CPS



sample and then moves, then that person will be replaced in the CPS by whoever moves into the original respondent's old house. Hence, if person that person



i



j



moves into person i's old house, then person



had.
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j



can end up being assigned the same value for CPSIDP



Table 5: Summary Statistics for Alternative Comparison Groups Employed in Both Outgoing Rotations Pseudo-



Low-Wage



Aected



Unaected



4, 815 (1.2%)



13, 178 (2.0%)



1.14



1.02



6.9



0



Initially Earning Minimum Wage



0



45.9%



Average Age



29.9



28.5



Female



60.8%



59.1%



Non-Hispanic White



61.4%



58.1%



High School Graduate



53.2%



51.4%



College Graduate



3.5%



2.5%



Initial Average Weekly Hours



28.6



26.8



Initially Working 40+ Hours



33.3%



28.2%



Number of Workers



(%) Average Initial Wage Initial Minimum Wage



100×Average



Pseudo-Gap



Notes: All statistics, except for the number of workers, are weighted averages, computed using CPS ORG sample weights.



are close to the minimum wage, where closeness is dened based on the nominal dierence.



Consider an



alternative denition of a pseudo-aected worker:



Wm,i,t−12 < Wm,i,t



and



wm,i,t−12 < wm,i,t ,



and



Wm,i,t ≤ Wi,t−12 ≤ Wm,i,t + .25.



(B.1)



That is, there's a minimum-wage increase (both nominal and real) in the time and place where we observe worker



i,



and the worker's initial wage is higher than the new minimum, but by no more than 25 cents.



Likewise, consider an alternative denition of a low-wage unaected worker:



Wm,i,t−12 ≤ Wm,i,t−12 ≤ Wm,i,t−12 + .25



That is, worker



i's



and



Wm,i,t−12 = Wm,i,t .



(B.2)



initial wage weakly exceeds the legal minimum, but by no more than 25 cents, and



there is not a change in policy when we observe worker



i.



This denition of low-wage unaected workers



coincides with the denition of articially aected workers in Zavodny [2000]. (She does not consider a group analogous to the pseudo-aected workers whom I analyze.) The specication that appears in the main body of the paper has two advantages, relative to the alternative dened above. First, over the course of the sample, 25 cents becomes a smaller and smaller fraction of the nominal minimum wage. Second, because of ination, the real value of 25 cents is shrinking. The
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Table 6: Changes in Hours, Alternative Comparison Groups



0



%∆Hours



I



III



Gapi,t



.8764 (.5379) ∗∗∗ [.2578]



Pseudo-Gapi,t



Aectedi,t



0



0



0



V



VII



1.2297 ∗∗ (.5690) ∗∗∗ [.2748]



1.0885 ∗ (.5599) ∗∗∗ [.2573]



.8090 (.5362) ∗∗∗ [.2385]



−.1927 (.7006) [.6220]



.4184 (.4812) [.4313]



−.0146 (.6599) [.5985]



−.1199 (.7020) [.6175]



.0076 (.0649) [.0553]



.0331 (.0465) [.0353]



−.0564 ∗ (.0334) ∗∗ [.0231]



.0612 ∗∗ (.0253) ∗∗∗ [.0163]



.05223 (.0645) [.0507]



.0658 (.0603) [.0535]



Pseudo-Aectedi,t



Individual Characteristics



X



X



X



State & Time Fixed Eects



X



X



X



A, PA



A, PA, LW



Sample



A, PA



All



Notes: Point estimates from weighted least squares, using CPS-ORG survey weights.



Heteroskedasticity-



robust standard errors are in parentheses; standard errors clustered by state are in square brackets. Asterisks denote signicance on the 10% (*), 5% (**), and 1% (***) levels, where the two-sided



p-values are computed



using the corresponding type of standard error. The sample abbreviations A, PA, and LW denote aected, pseudo-aected, and low-wage unaected, respectively; all refers to all workers workers who are observed and employed in both outgoing rotations. See Table 5 for each group's sample size. Individual characteristics include: age, age squared, race, Hispanic origin, education, industry, occupation, and changes in state-level unemployment rate. See Appendix B.1 for detailed denitions of the covariates. All regressions include a constant.



percentage-based specications in equations (3.3) and (3.5) sidestep these concerns. However, many hourly wages are round numbers divisible by 25 cents, so when dening a group of workers who earn just above the minimum wage, it's not entirely unreasonable to think about wages in nominal increments. As a robustness check, I re-estimate the regressions from Tables 3 and 4 using these alternative denitions. Table 5 shows the characteristics of these groups for workers who are employed in both outgoing rotations, otherwise using the same sample criteria I applied in the main body of the paper. Comparing the summary statistics in Tables 2 and 5, it appears that the alternative sample criteria do not radically change the demographic characteristics of the comparison groups. Now, the pseudo-aected are a little less educated, which makes them more similar to the aected workers. The regression results using the alternative criteria are in Tables 6 and 7.



Evidently, the substantive results remain the same.



After including individual



covariates and state and time xed eects in the intensive-margin regressions, the coecient on Gapi,t appears a little higher than one, and the coecient on Pseudo-Gapi,t is not signicantly dierent from zero.



0



0



The coecient on Aectedi,t appears negative in Specication V , but not Specication III . In the extensivemargin regressions, neither the coecient on Gapi,t nor Pseudo-Gapi,t appears signicantly dierent from
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Table 7: Changes in Employment Probability, Alternative Comparison Groups



0



Employed in Second ORG



I



Gapi,t



.0152 (.1121) [.1136]



Pseudo-Gapi,t



Aectedi,t



III



0



0



0



V



VII



−.0100 (.1191) [.0817]



−.0171 (.1162) [.0778]



.0635 (.1112) [.0792]



.1810 (.1376) [.1589]



.1632 (.1570) [.1541]



.1064 (.1473) [.1522]



.1230 (.1375) [.1511]



−.0125 (.0131) [.0144]



−.0023 (.0142) [.0122]



.0167 ∗ (.0100) ∗∗ [.0083]



−.0496 ∗∗∗ (.0071) ∗∗∗ [.0060]



.0231 ∗ (.0132) [.0158]



−.0445 ∗∗∗ (.0109) ∗∗∗ [.0130]



Pseudo-Aectedi,t



Individual Characteristics



X



X



X



State & Time Fixed Eects



X



X



X



A, PA



A, PA, LW



All



Sample



A, PA



Notes: Point estimates from weighted least squares, using CPS-ORG survey weights.



Heteroskedasticity-



robust standard errors are in parentheses; standard errors clustered by state are in square brackets. Asterisks denote signicance on the 10% (*), 5% (**), and 1% (***) levels, where the two-sided



p-values are computed



using the corresponding type of standard error. The sample abbreviations A, PA, and LW denote aected, pseudo-aected, and low-wage unaected, respectively; all refers to all workers workers who are employed in their rst outgoing rotation and observed in their second outgoing rotation.



Individual characteristics



include: age, age squared, race, Hispanic origin, education, industry, occupation, and changes in state-level unemployment rate. See Appendix B.1 for detailed denitions of the covariates. All regressions include a constant.



zero. The coecients on Aectedi,t and Pseudo-Aectedi,t are similar to the ndings in the main body of the paper.



B.3.2 Sub-Minimum Wage Workers The cross-sectional statistics in Table 1 include workers who earn less than the minimum wage in the group non-minimum earners. In fact, the number of sub-minimum earners exceeds the number of minimum-wage earners (4.3% vs. 2.4%). For the longitudinal regressions in Section 3.2, the aected, pseudo-aected, and low-wage unaected groups are dened in a way that excludes people earning less than the minimum wage. Several considerations motivate this choice. There are three reasons why someone can appear in the data with a sub-minimum wage: (1) the worker is misreporting her wage to the CPS, (2) the worker's employer is non-compliant with the law, or (3) the worker is legitimately exempt from the minimum wage under the law.



It's hard to quantify how many workers fall into the rst two categories.



Even if we could observe



how many people have non-compliant employers, it's not clear whether these employees would be aected by a change in the minimum wage: If a job was violating the old minimum-wage law, then it might continue
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to violate the new law, too. The data do give us a partial idea of who may be exempt from the minimum wage. Federal law allows employers to pay teenagers $4.25 per hour, but only during the rst 90 days on the job.



Indeed, about 30% of people reporting sub-minimum wages to the CPS are teenagers, although



other research suggests that many rms do not actually take advantage of the sub-minimum wage for young



16 Importantly, tipped workers get special treatment: Under current federal law, tipped workers are



workers.



entitled to the usual minimum wage of $7.25 per hour, but the employer only has to pay $2.13 cents, as long as tips make up the dierence. (Whereas the standard federal minimum wage has gone up several times since the beginning of the sample in 1990, the tipped minimum wage has remained constant since 1991.) In the sample of people earning less than the minimum wage, about 26% list their occupation as waiter, waitress, or bartender, so they likely earn tips. It's therefore possible that a non-trivial number of people who report sub-minimum wages actually earn



16 For



more than the minimum wage, but we cannot observe by how much.



instance, Katz and Krueger [1992] survey managers at fast food restaurants, and more than 95% do not use the youth



minimum wage. In fact, about a third of managers surveyed said that they were unaware that they were allowed to pay teenagers less than the standard minimum.
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